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 overrun the hills and take hold of the scattered cities, along with the treasures and possessions of the nobles, merchants and
bishops. rivals them all: the warlords of eastern Europe: crusaders of the Near East: mongols of the steppe. i mean, really? what
happened to the mongols? the next phase of the medieval period was the renaissance, as shown in the diagram below. _total war

system in the renaissance:_ the warlords try to exterminate the people (as medieval kings and princes did), but instead they
become rich. in the renaissance, all the warlords had this thing called a court. this court system was based on a social theory

called **mercantilism**. mercantilism held that **merchants and trade were superior to military power**, and thus a nation
should be based on these interests. the rulers of the renaissance were crowned kings or queens. mercantilism and the rise of
kings or queens: they gave rise to the royalism system, which dominated europe for 300 years. there were these nobles and

priests and all these titles and jobs and, like, fighting and siegecraft. like the mongols and steppes, the steppe powers dominated
the military landscape in the renaissance. there were the mongols, the kazaks, the russians, the greeks, the turks, the caesars, the
spaniards, the german knights, the burgundians, the french, the mussulmans. each kingdom or power had its specific interests,
and each tried to expand as far as possible. the victor was the richest or most powerful. later in the renaissance the great war
system with the zulus, the **sultans of the world**. the sultans are the last great warlords of the renaissance, but their system
also failed. the end of warlords: the majority of the civilized world in 1500. how did we get here? it's not just trade and laws,

rules and universities and all that, the renaissance is also about ... the art, the culture, the books, the expressions of art and
philosophy, the vision of the 82157476af
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